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Start with white Starblends over your background for a glow, then
use lines bursting out of
a center point.
Similar to the first method, but try using teardrops that radiate out
from the center! Add a
little red in the middle.
Use a dauber loaded
with a TAG split cake,
sponged over BAM
stencil #1021, finished
off with Wolfe white!
Using the tip of a loaded rake brush, stipple
on dots that radiate
and fall from the center
point.
Make thick-to-thin lines
coming out from the
center, and add tiny
star bursts on the ends.
Don’t forget the glitter!
Similar to the previous
version, but with a burst
of sparklers on the top
and falling lines around
the bottom!
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New Happenings in the Shop!
We have a lot of new things going on with our store this summer so I wanted
to take this opportunity to sum them up for you!

No More Kryolan!

I am sad to say that due to a huge
new contract that Kryolan is expecting all vendors to sign, I am
being forced to stop selling their
products. Because of this, we will
no longer be re-stocking things as
they run out. If you have any favorite Kryolan products, get them
while you still can!

New Mehron Additions!

This week we’ve added several
new additions from the Mehron
product line to the shop, including
Prisma brushes, barrier spray, and
AdGem adhesive!

New Business Starter Kit!

We have completely re-designed
our new business starter kit. This
new kit will give aspiring professionals the opportunity to try a full
selection of Paradise paints, as
well as get a taste of some fun additions like BAM stencils and one
stroke cakes.

FREE Shipping!

We are now offering free standard
shipping on all orders totaling $100
or more! Simply enter the coupon
code “SHIP100” during checkout
for instant savings!

New Book Coming Soon!

I have been working hard for several months now on a new book
that will feature 40 fabulous step by
step designs, both cheek art and
full faces! I hope to have it ready
for print by the end of the summer!

More Brushes & Paints
Coming Soon!

Since I am having to phase out of
Kryolan, I will be adding more other
brands to fill in where our selection
will be losing products, such as
brushes and paint palettes! Stay
tuned to the blog for updates!

Special Offer!

10 off
%

Your next order of $20.00 or more!

Only
$125!
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Enter code PATRIOTIC at checkout. Shopping cart must total $20 or more before
shipping and taxes. One coupon code redemption per customer. Coupon good for
merchandies online only, not face painting
services. Offer expires 7/31/13.
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